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All fine on the surface

Middling

At face value, January’s Performance of Manufacturing
Index (PMI) looks reasonable enough at 53.1. Sure it is
down a nudge from December’s 54.8, but it is still in
touch with 2018’s average of 53.8. Indeed, it is quite close
to its long term average of 53.4. Most importantly it is still
comfortably above the 50 mark that delineates growth
from contraction. It indicates the manufacturing sector
continues to add to its now six-year expansion.
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But some questions underneath
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Looking beyond the steady headline reading, the details of
this month’s survey do raise some questions about the
durability and pace of the current expansion. A pullback in
the production index is the most obvious one. To be fair,
its December punch up to 54.9 always looked a bit
overcooked relative to trend and especially so given the
unusual trading day pattern around the Christmas
holidays. So the dip to 51.1 in January might just be
payback from previous strength rather than a sign of a
new, slower, trend growth pulse. Time will tell. A little
more disconcerting is the slowdown to 52.2 in the new
orders index and more so as it remains below finished
stocks (which remain elevated despite a pullback from
December’s high). Unlike production, new orders are not
coming off a particularly strong previous month. It raises
the prospect that the slowdown there may be a little more
genuine, although we wouldn’t want to over interpret one
month’s reading – especially a holiday-laden month. The
evolution of new orders and inventories will be important
to watch over coming months.
Employment
One reason to not get too downbeat on the slower
demand components in the PMI is the solidity of its
employment index. The latter sat at 52.2 in January.
This matched December’s result and maintains its
position above its long term average in the process.
This is positive and suggests that manufacturers are
not too concerned about a slowdown in production and
new orders. It sets up further growth in manufacturing
filled jobs in the first quarter of 2019.
World worries
World risks have been on the radar for some time. USChina trade tensions, China’s slowdown, Australia’s house
price downturn, and Europe’s stalling growth are among
many areas to watch. No surprise to see slower PMIs in
these areas. A pullback in Australian housing is a
downside risk to NZ manufacturers. In contrast, US
strength continues to standout. At present, NZ’s PMI sits
comfortably between the weakness in Europe and China
and the strength in the US.
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